
  

  

Abstract—An important capability of humans when 

performing dexterous precision gripping tasks is our ability to 

feel both the weight and slipperiness of an object in real-time, 

and adjust our grip force accordingly. In this paper, we present 

for the first time a fully-instrumented version of our 

PapillArray tactile sensor concept, which can sense grip force, 

object weight, and incipient slip and friction, all in real-time. 

We demonstrate the real-time estimation of friction and 3D 

force from PapillArray sensors mounted on each finger of a 

two-finger gripper, combined with a closed-loop grip-force 

control algorithm that dynamically applies a near-optimal grip 

force to avoid dropping objects of varying weight and friction. 

A vertical lifting task was performed using an object with 

varying weight and friction, and with some common household 

items. After intentionally adding a 20% safety margin on the 

target grip force, the actual grip force applied was only 9-30 % 

greater than that required to avoid slip. Future work will focus 

on incorporating real-time torque measurement into the grip 

force feedback control. This will significantly advance the state-

of-the-art in artificial tactile sensing and bring us closer to 

robotic dexterity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Humans quickly adjust their grip force for friction  

The human hand can perform complex object 
manipulation with ease. Each of our fingertips contains 
~2,000 mechanoreceptors embedded in the glabrous 
(hairless) skin regions, which individually sense vibration, 
pressure and skin-stretch [1], and as a population can provide 
information about object shape [2], texture, and even friction 
[3]; in fact, humans can estimate the friction of a surface and 
adjust the grip force accordingly within 100 ms of contacting 
an object during lifting experiments [4]. This friction-sensing 
ability is critical to our dexterity during precision gripping; 
i.e., using a two-fingered pincer grasp.  

 Tactile sensors that sense incipient slip and/or friction 

However, the vast majority of tactile sensors lack any 
such friction-sensing capability. The majority of existing 
tactile sensors focus on determining (predominantly) normal 
forces and (occasionally) tangential forces at the contact 
interface [5]. While these quantities are important, they alone 
provide insufficient information to successfully perform 
precision (i.e., two-fingered) grasping and manipulation.  
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The critical information which they do not measure 
relates to other properties (i.e., the coefficients of static (µs) 
and dynamic friction) and interactions (incipient/partial and 
overt/complete slip) at the interface between the gripper 
fingers and the object being manipulated. µs is a key 
parameter that influences the minimum grip (i.e., normal to 
the gripper fingers) force required to hold an object of a 
specific weight (generating forces tangential to the gripper 
fingers). In certain grip poses, if µs is accurately estimated 
and the tangential forces can also be measured, then the grip 
force can be adjusted to securely hold the object.  

1) Estimating friction on initial contact or after overt slip 
Older methods, which attempt to detect gross slip of an 

object and estimate µs during this gross slip event in order to 
adjust the grip force so as to arrest the slip [6-9], may be 
undesirable, as the gripper may respond too slowly to arrest 
the slip [10]. Some sensors attempt to detect µs on initial 
contact as the sensor splays outwards across the object with 
increasing normal force; however, these sensors have a 
limited range and/or poor precision [11], or are overly 
complex, thus present significant miniaturisation challenges 
[12]; these sensors are also unable to later update estimates of 
µs should the frictional conditions change over time [10]. 

2) Estimating friction from incipient slip  
Another approach to achieving robotic grip security has 

been to detect incipient slip and then increase the grip force 
by some prescribed amount following such an event; 
incipient slip is defined as relative shear displacement on the 
sensing surface caused by slippage of part, but not all, of the 
contact interface. Various sensors are described in the 
literature for measuring incipient slip [10]. However, again, 
without knowing µs, it is unknown if the selected grip force 
adjustment will be sufficient to arrest the slip.  

Fortunately, it is possible to estimate µs from incipient 
slip. This is a powerful approach because the object has not 
yet overtly slipped, and so knowledge of the friction and 
forces at the contact interface allows the grip force to be 
optimally adjusted to arrest the propagation of incipient slip 
across the contact and prevent an overt slip from occurring.  

Tremblay et al. [13] used the difference in vibration 
magnitude measured by two accelerometers to detect 
incipient slip on the periphery of their tactile sensor, and at 
that time took the ratio of total tangential to total normal 
force experienced by the sensor to estimate µs. This method 
has two potential limitations: (i) detecting incipient slip using 
vibration is not robust against interfering environmental 
vibration (i.e., motors), and; (ii) this approach will 
underestimate µs because the average contact pressure over 
the contact area is larger than the local contact pressure at the 
location of slip. This will result in a larger than necessary 
grip force being applied. We will address both limitations in 
this paper, by using shear displacement to detect incipient 
slip, and by measuring forces at the location were slip occurs. 
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 Innovation 

Our group previously published a tactile sensing concept 
to estimate µs from incipient slip occurring on one or more 
silicone pillars in an array called the PapillArray [14]. In this 
proof-of-concept design: (i) discrete pillars allow different 
regions of the contact interface to move and slip 
independently, and; (ii) by using different height pillars, a 
non-uniform pressure and hence traction distribution across 
the sensor array is established when gripping an object, 
encouraging slip to occur first on the shorter pillars, where 
the normal force (and hence traction) is lowest. Then, by 
subsequently estimating the normal and tangential forces on a 
pillar which has just slip, µs could be estimated.  

However, in [14], the sensor was not instrumented. The 
sensor constituted one homogenous piece of silicone, slip 
events were determined using an external video camera, and 
forces on each pillar were estimated indirectly by distributing 
global normal and tangential force (measured at the location 
where the sensor was mounted) onto each of nine silicone 
pillars according to a simple linear elastic model. 

Later, further developing of this concept, we published a 
novel optical sensing technique to measure 3D displacements 
and 3D forces experienced by one single silicone pillar [15].  

Now, in this paper, we further miniaturise the design 
presented in [14] and instrument each of the nine silicone 
pillars using the optical technique presented in [15]. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate the real-time operation of two 
PapillArray sensors in a range of simple lifting tasks, where 
the sensor outputs (real-time 3D force, incipient slip 
detection, and friction estimation) are used to dynamically set 
the target grip force for a two-finger gripper. We show that 
measuring friction in real-time allows the grip force to be 
optimized/minimized to avoid dropping the unknown objects.  

We emphasise, never before has a sensor been able to 
detect incipient slip and accurately measure normal and 
tangential forces at the location of slip to estimate µs. 

 Scope 

Due to the difficulty of the challenge of real-time 
detection of incipient slip and friction estimation, and 
subsequent real-time grip force control, we limit the scope of 
this work to gripping flat parallel-surfaced objects and lifting 
them vertically. Beyond the scope of this work are the even 
more challenging tasks of controlling the grip force when 
there is torque at the contact (when gripping off-centre), or 
when the surface is curved or compliant. These 
advancements will be the focus of future work.  

II. METHODS 

 PapillArray sensor 

The design concept of the PapillArray sensor is described 
in [14]. The PapillArray sensor is an array of silicone pillars 
with different unloaded heights. When the sensor is pressed 
against a surface or object, the difference in pillar heights 
encourages each of the pillars to experience a different 
normal force (resulting in a different traction). When a 
tangential force is also applied, this distributes approximately 
uniformly across the pillars. This means that the ratio of 
tangential-to-normal force experienced by each pillar is 
different. As the tangential force increases, the first pillar 
whose tangential-to-normal force ratio exceeds µs will slip. 

As the tangential force increases further, the next pillar 
whose tangential-to-normal force ratio exceeds µs will slip 
next, and so on, until the last pillar slips (resulting in 
overt/gross slip of the object against the sensor). The new 
miniaturised PapillArray sensor is shown in Fig. 1A with the 
pillar dimensions Fig. 1B-D. Two identical PapillArray 
sensors were used in this work. 

 
Figure 1.  A) Photograph of a PapillArray sensor, and dimensions of the 

B) corner (shortest) pillars C) middle-height pillars, and D) central (tallest) 

pillar. For all pillars, the pillar outer diameter is 6 mm, the diameter of the 
base of the conical cavity is 4 mm, the reflector diameter is 2 mm, the 

aperture diameter is 0.8 mm, the reflector to aperture distance is 3.5 mm. 

and distance from the aperture to the top of quadrant photodiode is 2.0 mm. 

The instrumentation of the PapillArray pillars is described 
in [15]. Briefly, for each pillar of the PapillArray sensor, a 
camera obscura is created by making a pinhole aperture on a 
printed circuit board at the base of the silicone pillar, and 
embedding a diffuse reflector disk at the top end of a hollow 
cavity that is moulded inside the silicone pillar (Fig. 1D). The 
diffuse reflector is illuminated by two light-emitting diodes 
on either side of the pinhole aperture. Below the aperture, the 
inverted image of the reflector disk is projected onto a 
quadrant photodiode (i.e., four photodiodes in a segmented 
configuration). The projected image of the disk appears as a 
spot of light; the shape, position, and area of the projected 
light spot depend primarily on the 3D orientation and XYZ 
displacement of the reflector disk. The four measurements of 
light incident on each of the four photodiode quadrants are 
used to infer 3D displacement and 3D force, using two 
independent calibration mappings.  

Each of the eighteen pillars in the two PapillArray sensors 
was calibrated as described in [15]. Briefly, this involved 
applying pre-defined patterns of deflection to each pillar 
individually using an XYZ stage. Deflection of the pillars in 
3D was verified using point tracking applied to a 
simultaneously-recorded video of the external pillar tips (and 
stage Z position), and 3D forces acting on the pillar were 
verified against the signals from a 3D force/torque sensor 
(Mini40, ATI Industrial Automation, USA). For each 
PapillArray sensor, two distinct multivariate polynomial 
regression models (2nd order) were trained (using MATLAB 
R2018a, Mathworks, USA) using a training data set: (i) four 
photodiode outputs mapped to the three XYZ displacement 
coordinates, and; (ii) four photodiode outputs mapped to 
three orthogonal force vector components. The resulting 
polynomials were then validated on a testing data set.  

 Real-time slip detection and friction estimation 

When the pillars of a PapillArray sensor are loaded with a 
tangential force, they are deflected away from their unloaded 
positions. While a pillar is stuck (not slipping) against an 
object and the tangential force increases, this shear deflection 
also increases at approximately the same rate as the object 
moves relative to the rigid part of the sensor. When a pillar 
slips, it stops deflecting at the same rate as the object moves, 
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and the other pillars which are yet to slip continue moving 
with the object relative to the sensor. Here, the slip detection 
procedure is initiated whenever the pillar under the greatest 
normal force (denoted as the reference pillar) experiences a 
tangential load (> 0.5 N tangential force). A pillar that is in 
contact (> 0.25 N normal force when the slip detection 
procedure begins) was detected to have slipped when the 
magnitude of its tangential velocity first drops (arbitrarily) 
below 60% of the tangential velocity of the reference pillar; 
this velocity threshold percentage will trade off slip detection 
robustness against slip detection latency. Slip detection 
ceases when the tangential velocity of the reference pillar 
drops to (arbitrarily) below 50% of its peak value during the 
slip detection phase; in this case, the reference pillar is either 
itself slipping, or the grip force correction has arrested the 
tangential deflection. In the case of two PapillArray sensors 
integrated into the gripper system, slip detection is performed 
for each sensor independently. 

When a pillar was detected to have slipped, the ratio of 
tangential-to-normal force acting on that pillar at the moment 
of slip was taken as the current estimate of µs for that sensor; 
any previous estimates of µs from that sensor are discarded 
and replaced by this most recent estimate. In the case of two 
PapillArray sensors integrated into a gripper system, the µs is 
estimated for each sensor independently; i.e., there will be an 
estimate of µs from each of the two sensors relating to two 
sides of the object being grasped. 

The two calibration mapping models (3D displacement 
and 3D force) and the incipient slip detection and friction 
estimation algorithms for the two PapillArray sensors were 
implemented in Java, running in real-time on a PC, with the 
signals from all eighteen four-quadrant photodiodes being 
streamed through a serial port at a 1000 Hz sampling rate. 

 Two-finger gripper 

The two-finger gripper was a modified 2F-140 (Robotiq, 
Quebec, Canada). The motor of the gripper was replaced with 
a stepper motor (NEMA 17, 1.8° step angle). A PapillArray 
sensor was mounted on each finger of the gripper (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2.  Modified Robotiq 2F-140 gripper two-finger gripper with a 

PapillArray sensor mounted on each finger. Pillar labels (1-18) also shown. 

 Grip-force controller 

A microcontroller (Due; Arduino, Italy) streamed the 
digitized photodiode signals to a PC where the 3D deflection 
and 3D forces were resolved, incipient slip was detected, and 
the target grip force was calculated (described below) using 
the abovementioned Java application.  

The total grip (normal) force magnitude applied by each 
PapillArray sensor was resolved by summing the normal 
(compressive) forces on each of the nine pillars of that 
sensor: 

𝐹𝑁,1 = ∑ 𝐹𝑧,𝑖
9
𝑖=1  and 𝐹𝑁,2 = ∑ 𝐹𝑧,𝑖

18
𝑖=10  ,        (1) 

where 𝐹𝑁,1 is the total grip force applied by PapillArray 

sensor #1 (on the left finger of the gripper pictured in Fig. 2), 
𝐹𝑁,2 is the total grip force applied by PapillArray sensor #2 

(on the right finger of the gripper pictured in Fig. 2) and 𝐹𝑧,𝑖 

is the compressive force on pillar  18,...,1i , where pillars 

1-9 are on sensor #1 and pillars 10-18 are on the sensor #2.  
The total load (tangential) force magnitude acting on each 

PapillArray sensor was resolved by summing the tangential 
forces on each pillar of that sensor:  

|𝐹𝑇,1| = √(∑ 𝐹𝑥,𝑖
9
𝑖=1 )

2
+ (∑ 𝐹𝑦,𝑖

9
𝑖=1 )

2
         (2) 

|𝐹𝑇,2| = √(∑ 𝐹𝑥,𝑖
18
𝑖=10 )

2
+ (∑ 𝐹𝑦,𝑖

18
𝑖=10 )

2
        (3) 

where |𝐹𝑇,1| and |𝐹𝑇,2| are the magnitude of the tangential 

force acting on PapillArray sensor #1 and sensor #2, 
respectively, and 𝐹𝑥,𝑖 and 𝐹𝑦,𝑖 are the resolved tangential 

forces on pillar  18,...,1i . 

The grip force error was calculated as the difference 
between the target grip force (𝐹𝑁; described in section II.E.) 
and the grip force from the sensor experiencing the lower of 
the two grip forces (note, we expect 𝐹𝑁,1 ≈ 𝐹𝑁,2):  

𝑒 = 𝐹𝑁 − min(𝐹𝑁,1, 𝐹𝑁,2).             (4)  

This error (e) was sent from the PC to a second 
microcontroller which performed PID control to actuate the 
motor of the two-finger gripper in order to achieve the target 
grip force. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig 3. 

 Experimental protocol 

The gripper was mounted on a vertical linear stage (T8x4 
lead screw, 300 mm stroke) actuated using a stepper motor 
(NEMA 17, 1.8° step angle) – see Fig. 4. After the gripper 
makes initial contact with the object to be lifted, the vertical 
stage moves the gripper upwards a total of 10 mm (the lifted 
position) with a velocity of 10 mm.s-1 and an acceleration of 
50 mm.s-2. The vertical stage remains at the lifted position for 
5 s, and the relative movement between the object and the 
gripper are observed visually with the aid of markings on the 
object and a rigid pointer on the gripper. The lift is 
considered successful (✓) if the object has not slipped (object 
moved downwards less than 0.5 mm with respect to the 
gripper) during this time. If the object has slipped between 
0.5 and 5 mm during this time, then the result is considered to 
be very slow gross slip (~). The lift is considered unsuccessful 

(×) if the object has slipped by more than 5 mm with respect 

to the gripper during this time. 
A custom object with replaceable surfaces and adjustable 

weight was 3D printed from PLA thermoplastic using an 
Ultimaker 3 printer (Ultimaker B.V., Netherlands) – see Fig 
4B. In total, there were four combinations of weight and 
surface material: two weights (light and heavy) and two 
surface materials (low friction – lubricated (Unilube; Griffon, 
Netherlands) paper; and high friction – cardboard). Each 
object was lifted five times for each grip-force control 
strategy investigated (one dynamic grip-force control 
strategy, and five fixed grip-force control strategies with 
different fixed target grip forces), which are described below. 
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Figure 3.  A) Block diagram of gripper system, setting the target grip force 
in the B) dynamic grip force control strategy, and C) fixed grip force 

control strategy which does not use any tangential force or friction 

information from the PapillArray sensor (only normal force from the 

PapillArray is used). 

 
Figure 4.  A) Photograph of experimental test rig. The gripper closes and 

achieves a target grip force on the object. The vertical linear stage then lifts 
the gripper up 10 mm. During the lifting phase, each PapillArray will detect 

slip of one or more of its nine pillars, and from the forces on these slipping 

pillars estimate the friction, which is subsequently used to set a target grip 
force that is sufficient to secure the grasp on the object. B) Photograph of 

the object with replaceable surfaces and adjustable weight, C) lubricated 

paper surface, D) cardboard surfaces, and E) household items.  

1) Dynamic grip force control  
For dynamic grip force control, the grasp is initiated with 

a target grip force of 4 N, such that at least two pillars from 
each PapillArray sensor make contact with the object. The 
robot arm then lifts the gripper. During the lifting phase, 
following the first pillar slip detection, the target grip force 
(𝐹𝑁) is dynamically determined according to:  

𝐹𝑁 = max(4, 1.2 × |𝐹𝑇,1| �̃�1⁄ , 1.2 × |𝐹𝑇,2| �̃�2⁄ ,),  (5) 

where a 20% safety margin is used, |𝐹𝑇,1| (Eq. (2)) and |𝐹𝑇,2| 
(Eq. (3)) are the magnitude of the tangential force acting on 

PapillArray sensor #1 and #2, respectively, �̃�1 and �̃�2 are the 
current estimates of friction from PapillArray sensors #1 and 
#2, respectively. A minimum target grip force of 4 N is 
maintained to prevent pillars from losing contact with the 
object. 

2) Fixed grip force control  

Five different fixed target grip force ( NF ) values were 

tested: 4, 6, 9, 14, and 20 N – each fixed force is 50% larger 

(to the nearest whole number) than the previous fixed force. 

The test protocol here was the same as the dynamic grip force 

control protocol, except that the target grip force remained 

constant throughout the initial contact and lifting phases. 

 Household objects 

Some common household items (Fig 4E) were also lifted 

using the dynamic grip force control. These were: an orange, 

a jar of coffee and a cardboard box. The final target grip force 

for the dynamic grip force control was compared to the 

minimum required grip force for a successful lift, which was 

determined by lifting using fixed grip force control at target 

grip forces from 4 N in 1 N increments until a successful lift. 

III. RESULTS 

 PapillArray pillar force and displacement accuracy 

In Table I we show the pooled displacement and force 
estimation errors for all eighteen pillars of the two 
PapillArray sensors used in this work.  

TABLE I.  DISPLACEMENT AND FORCE ERROR STATISTICS ACROSS ALL 

EIGHTEEN PILLARS OF TWO PAPILLARRAY SENSORS. FULL-SCALE (FS). 
 Displacement (mm) Force (N) 

Pillar axis FS Error 
(mean ± SD) 

FS Error 
(mean ± SD) 

X ±1.0 0.032 ± 0.035 ±1.5 -0.001 ± 0.075 

Y ±1.0 0.031 ± 0.043 ±1.5 0.004 ± 0.059 

Z +1.5 0.050 ± 0.330 +6.0 0.072 ± 0.395 

 Lifting an object with varying weight and friction 

Example outputs of the PapillArray sensor during the 
lifting task using dynamic grip-force control for the heavy 
custom-made object with a lubricated paper surface (low 
friction) are shown in Fig. 5, and lifting the lighter custom-
made object with a cardboard surface (high friction) shown in 
Fig. 6. For both trials, the object was successfully lifted. 

Different friction estimates were obtained for the two 
different object surfaces – for the heavy object with 
lubricated paper surface (Fig. 5C), the friction estimate for 
sensor #2 was updated three times: �̃�2= 0.38, 0.30 and 0.35 at 
2.51 s, 2.52 s and 2.55 s due to slip detection on pillars 12, 17 
and 11, respectively, and the friction estimate for sensor #1 
was updated twice: �̃�1= 0.27 and 0.44 at 2.55 s and 2.56 s 
due to slip detection on pillars 6 and 2, respectively; for the 
light object with cardboard surface (Fig. 6C), the friction 
estimate for sensor #1 was updated twice: �̃�1= 0.83 and 0.43 
at 2.58 s and 2.61 s due to pillars 2 and 3 slipping, 
respectively, and the friction estimate for sensor #2 was 
updated just once: �̃�2= 0.46 at 2.60 s due to slip detection on 
pillar 11. Different tangential forces were also measured for 
the different object weights – for the heavy object (788 g, 

~7.73 N), the final tangential force magnitudes were |𝐹𝑇,1| = 
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4.03 N and |𝐹𝑇,2| = 3.83 N (Fig. 5A); and for the light object 

(431 g, ~4.23 N), the final tangential force magnitudes were 

|𝐹𝑇,1| = 2.24 N and |𝐹𝑇,2| = 2.10 N (Fig. 6A). The different 

friction estimate and tangential force measurements resulted 
in a different target grip force in each case – a final grip force 
of 15.00 N for the heavy object with lubricated paper surface, 
and 6.36 N for the light object with cardboard surface. 

 

Figure 5.  Example of sensor output during lifting task with dynamic grip-

force control. Heavy custom-made object (788 g, ~7.73 N) with lubricated 
paper (low friction) surface: A) global shear and normal force magnitudes, 

B) tangential pillar displacements for shaded region in A), and C) tangential 

pillar velocities, slip detection and friction estimates for shaded region in 

A). Green lines for PapillArray sensor #1 and purple lines for PapillArray 

sensor #2. Vertical dashed lines indicate pillar slip detection (numbers 

indicate pillar label, as per Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 6.  Example of sensor output during lifting task with dynamic grip-

force control. Light custom-made object (431 g) with cardboard surface 

(high friction). See Fig. 5 caption for other information.   

The results of 120 lifting trials for the custom object 
(2 weight conditions × 2 surface material combinations × 
5 repetitions × (dynamic grip force + 5 × fixed grip force)) 
are shown in Table II. Using the friction and load-dependent 
dynamic grip force (determined using the PapillArray sensor 
outputs) always resulted in a successful lift, and the final (5 s 
after the end of the lifting phase) target grip force used during 
these trials was always near-optimal; the final target grip 
force is 11-30 % greater than the fixed grip force that resulted 
in a very slow slip and less than the smallest fixed grip force 
where lifting was successful, for the same weight and surface 
material. 

Table III shows the results of lifting common household 
items using the dynamic grip force control. The final target 
grip force 𝐹𝑁 was 9-30 % larger than the minimum grip force 
required for a successful lift (< 0.5 mm slip in 5 seconds), 
indicating that a near-optimal grip force is determined by the 
PapillArray sensors. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

 Summary of results 

In this work, a closed-loop real-time friction- and load-
dependent grip force control system has been described 
which uses the friction estimate and 3D resolved forces 
determined by two PapillArray sensors (one on each finger of 
the two-finger gripper). The system has been validated with a 
simple experiment in which an object with varying weight 
and friction (two weights, two different surface materials), 
and some household items, were grasped and lifted vertically 
using the sensor-determined dynamic grip force. The 
dynamic grip force was shown to be near-optimal (i.e., near 
minimal without invoking object slip) when compared to 
applying a predetermined fixed grip force. 

 Discussion of related work 

Besides the PapillArray sensor, there are currently no 
resoundingly successful tactile sensors that can detect 
incipient slip and also measure friction without requiring 
gross slip to occur [10]. Perhaps the most successful of the 
incipient slip sensors is the GelSight/GelSlim sensor family 
[16, 17]. A transparent elastomer skin is patterned so the 
sensor’s surface movements can be tracked using video. This 
allows the measurement of relative displacement of different 
regions of the contact area. These sensors can reliably detect 
incipient slip [18], but cannot estimate friction so as to 
suggest an appropriate grip force; in [18], the grip is simply 
increased in 10 N increments whenever incipient slip is 
detected. More recently, inverse finite element modelling has 
enabled force distribution estimates from gel displacements, 
which could facilitate friction estimation from incipient slip 
[19]. The gel and patterning used in these sensors have also 
shown limited long-term durability [17]. A similar sensor is 
described in [20], whereby a camera tracks the overlap and 
color mixing of colored markers in two layers of elastomer 
for measuring the distributed 3D motion of a surface, but 
these displacements have not yet been resolved to measure 
local force or subsequently estimate friction. More recently, 
similar camera-based designs have been presented, such as 
the Soft Bubble Gripper [21] and DIGIT [22]. In general, 
these camera-based systems have several inherent limitations 
related to the ability to sense normal force, low sampling rate 

B) 

C) 

A) 

B) 

C) 

A) 



  

TABLE II.  RESULTS OF LIFTING CUSTOM OBJECTS WITH DIFFERENT WEIGHTS AND SURFACE MATERIALS USING DYNAMIC GRIP FORCE CONTROL (SHOWING 

MEAN ± SD OF FINAL (5 S AFTER THE END OF THE LIFTING PHASE) FRICTION ESTIMATE, TANGENTIAL FORCE MAGNITUDE, AND NORMAL FORCE MAGNITUDE 

FOR EACH SENSOR, AND FINAL TARGET GRIP FORCE 𝐹𝑁) AND FIXED GRIP FORCE CONTROL. 

Surface Weight Dynamic grip force Fixed grip force 

   Sensor #1 Sensor #2 𝐹𝑁  (N) 4 N 6 N 9 N 14 N 20 N 

  
 Cardboard 
  

Light �̃�1 = 0.59 ± 0.18 �̃�2 = 0.54 ± 0.03 ✓✓✓ ~~~ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ 

(431 g) |𝐹𝑇,1| = 2.01 ± 0.05 N |𝐹𝑇,2| = 2.20 ± 0.04 N ✓✓ ~~ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ 

(~4.23 N) 𝐹𝑁,1 = 4.41 ± 1.30 N 𝐹𝑁,2 = 4.98 ± 0.28 N 5.21 ± 0.28           
Heavy �̃�1 = 0.65 ± 0.07 �̃�2 = 0.50 ± 0.02 ✓✓✓ ××× ~~~ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ 

(603 g) |𝐹𝑇,1| = 2.87 ± 0.02 N |𝐹𝑇,2| = 3.12 ± 0.01 N ✓✓ ×× ~~ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ 

  (~5.92 N) 𝐹𝑁,1 = 5.34 ± 0.71 N 𝐹𝑁,2 = 7.46 ± 0.28 N 7.46 ± 0.28           
  Light �̃�1 = 0.40 ± 0.01 �̃�2 = 0.32 ± 0.00 ✓✓✓ ××× ××× ~~~ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ 

  (510 g) |𝐹𝑇,1| = 2.37 ± 0.01 N |𝐹𝑇,2| = 2.84 ± 0.02 N ✓✓ ×× ×× ~~ ✓✓ ✓✓ 

Lubricated  (~5 N) 𝐹𝑁,1 = 7.20 ± 0.14 N 𝐹𝑁,2 = 10.51 ± 0.06 N 10.51 ± 0.06           
paper Heavy �̃�1 = 0.40 ± 0.07 �̃�2 = 0.34 ± 0.00 ✓✓✓ ××× ××× ××× ~~~ ✓✓✓ 

  (788 g) |𝐹𝑇,1| = 3.90 ± 0.14 N |𝐹𝑇,2| = 4.25 ± 0.14 N ✓✓ ×× ×× ×× ~~ ✓✓ 

   (~7.73 N) 𝐹𝑁,1 = 12.12 ± 3.10 N 𝐹𝑁,2 = 14.93 ± 0.52 N 15.65 ± 1.14           
✓ = successful lift (< 0.5 mm slip in 5 seconds); ~ = very slow gross slip (between 0.5 and 5 mm of slip in 5 seconds); and × = unsuccessful lift (> 5 mm slip in 5 seconds)

TABLE III.  RESULTS OF LIFTING HOUSEHOLD ITEMS USING DYNAMIC GRIP 

FORCE CONTROL (SHOWING FINAL TARGET GRIP FORCE 𝐹𝑁 (MEAN ± SD OF 

FIVE REPETITIONS)) AND MINIMUM FIXED GRIP FORCE FOR SUCCESSFUL 

GRIP. 

Item Weight (g) 
𝐹𝑁 (N) 

(mean ±SD) 

Succesful* min. 

grip force (N) 

Orange 347 6.10 ± 0.60 5 

Cardboard box 770 8.79 ± 0.58 8 

Coffee jar 781 13.00 ± 0.81 10 
* Successful lift: < 0.5 mm slip in 5 seconds. 

(limited by camera frame rate), and the minimum size of the 
sensor (limited by camera focal length and/or depth of field); 
low frame rate is also expected to limit incipient slip 
detection accuracy for compliant objects due to an inability to 
sense associated vibrations associate with slip events. 

A number of incipient slip sensors [16, 23-28] have been 

integrated into the fingers of robotic grippers to demonstrate 

their utility in grip stabilization; of particular note is a 

capacitance-based silicone pillar array for detecting incipient 

slip, which is very similar to the PapillArray design [29]. 

However, none of these sensors are capable of determining 

an optimal grip force when incipient slip is first detected, 

and must heuristically adjust the grip until slip is arrested. 

The risk in this approach is that the required grip force may 

not be found before the object has dropped. The fundamental 

advantage of a sensor (like the PapillArray) that can both 

detect incipient slip and subsequently estimate friction at the 

instant that incipient slip is detected is that the required grip 

force is immediately estimated and can be quickly applied. 

 Experimental limitations 

A number of experimental limitations need to be detailed. 
The slow lift motion was selected (velocity of 10 mm.s-1 and 
acceleration of 50 mm.s-2) due to potential communications 
latencies in the grip force control loop; with a faster gripper 
and control loop, faster lifting speeds could be attempted. 

Reference friction measurements were not made in this 
work, so the accuracy of the friction estimates during lifting 
were not validated. However, the near-optimality of the 
resulting performance is clear from the results, with the 
gripper applying a minimal/optimised grip force (> largest 
fixed grip force resulting in a very slow gross slip, and < 
smallest fixed grip force where lifting was successful). 

The object shape and compliance (which was a relatively 
flat, yet coated in a somewhat compliant surface) was kept 
the same throughout the experiment. Future experiments are 
planned which will validate the system with curved surfaces 
and compliant materials, where incipient slip detection and 
subsequent estimation of coefficient of friction will be made 
more challenging by the variable orientation between the 
object surface and the sensor frame of reference.  

Another limitation of the experimental procedure here is 
that the lift motion was vertical only and grasp applied 
approximately near the centreline of the objects, and hence 
did not generate any significant torque loads on the contact 
interface between the PapillArray sensor and the objects 
lifted. Torques tangential to the fingertips are common during 
natural object manipulation, and most dexterous tasks are 
impossible without controlling for the effects of tangential 
torques [30]. Future work will attempt to modify the grip 
force control scheme presented here to handle both load 
forces and torques caused by gripping the object in such a 
way that the lifting force and weight force are not colinear. 

 Conclusions and future work 

In this work, the utility of the PapillArray sensor concept 

[14, 15] as a real-time 3D force, incipient slip detection and 

friction estimation sensor has been demonstrated 

quantitatively in a series of simple vertical lifting tasks using 

objects with varying weights and surface materials; the 

dynamic friction- and load-dependent grip-force control 

achieved using the PapillArray sensor signals was shown to 

apply a near-optimal grip force irrespective of the weight 

and friction of the object, in contrast to an alternate approach 

of applying a fixed, pre-determined grip force. This is a 

behaviour of human manipulation never before artificially 

replicated. Future work will focus on incorporating real-time 

torque measurement into the grip force feedback control so 

objects can be grasped off-center or rotated. The challenges 

of detecting incipient slip and estimating friction for objects 

with curved or compliant surfaces will also be tackled. This 

will significantly advance the state-of-the-art in artificial 

tactile sensing and bring us closer to robotic dexterity. 
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